
 

 

AUR40216—Certificate IV in Automotive                        

Mechanical Diagnosis  -  

Swann College offers the Certificate IV in Automotive Mechanical Diagnosis .This      

qualification covers the skills and knowledge required to perform advanced diagnostic 

operations in the automotive retail, service and repair environment. 

 Course modules: 

Swann College provides the complete core and elective units for this qualification in a flexible 

manner. Training takes into consideration both the needs of business and the student. Our   

assessors will work with you to provide a service which works for all parties. 

Further industry training offered by Swann College: 

 AUR50216—Diploma of Automotive Technology  

 BSB50215—Diploma of Business 

 BSB60215—Advanced Diploma of Business  

Associations and Industry support: 

Swann College is endorsed by the Institute of Automotive Mechanical Engineers. IAME 

Recognition of Prior Learning and Credit Transfer 

Recognition of Prior Learning is the process of formally acknowledging the skills and knowledge 

you and/or your teams have gained through experience: either formal or informal. Also, Credit 

Transfer takes into account other study completed by recognising relevant qualifications. 

Please enquire if you believe you are eligible. 
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UNIT CODES UNIT TITLES UNIT CODES UNIT TITLES 

AURTTA021  Carry out diagnosis of complex 

system faults  

AURETR037  Diagnose complex faults in light 

vehicle safety systems 

AURETR023  Diagnose and repair electronic 

spark ignition engine manage-

ment systems  

AURLTB004 Diagnose complex faults in light 
vehicle braking systems 

AURLTD009 Diagnose complex faults in 

light vehicle steering and     

suspensions systems  

AURLTE004  Diagnose complex faults in light 
vehicle petrol engine  

AURLTE005 Diagnose complex faults in 

light vehicle diesel engine  

AURLTX004  Diagnose complex faults in light 
vehicle and driveline systems  

AURETTR001 Diagnose complex faults in  
engine management systems 

BSBWHS401  Implement and monitor WHS     
policies, procedures and programs 
to meet legislative requirements 
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COURSE MODULES:  
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